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Abstract
This paper describes a system that compares user renditions of
short sung clips with the original version of those clips. The ��� of
both recordings was estimated and then Viterbi-aligned with each
other. The total difference in pitch after alignment was used as a
distance metric and transformed into a rating out of ten, to indicate
to the user how close he or she was to the original singer.

An existing corpus of sung speech was used for initial design
and optimisation of the system. We then collected further devel-
opment and evaluation corpora — these recordings were judged
for closeness to an original recording by two human judges. The
rankings assigned by those judges were used to design and opti-
mise the system. The design was then implemented and deployed
as part of a telephone-based entertainment application.
Index Terms: automated singing evaluation, pitch tracking, enter-
tainment applications

1. Introduction
This paper describes the design and evaluation of an entertain-
ment application centred around the comparison of sung speech.
The increased popularity of televised singing contests means that
more and more people are interested in trying out an automated
telephone-based version. Apart from the current application, this
approach could perhaps be used for language learning in into-
national languages, although that that possibility remains unex-
plored.

We produced a telephone-based system with a call-flow that
can be described as:

1. The system plays a music clip containing some sung lyrics.
Clips are typically around 30 seconds long and the songs
used were well known pop songs.

2. After the clip has finished playing, the caller attempts to im-
personate the original singer. The system plays the backing
music of the clip to help the caller with tempo.

3. The system then compares the original sung clip with the
caller’s version and assigns a score out of ten — a higher
score means the caller was closer to the original.

The problem described here is that of comparing the caller’s
singing with the original recording to produce a score which re-
lates to how closely the caller impersonated the original.

The contents of this paper are as follows — Section 2 lists
some related work, Section 3 describes the two main designs ex-
amined, Section 4 examines the evaluation methods employed to�
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compare those systems and Section 5 details experiments per-
formed using those evaluation metrics.

2. Related Work
Saul et al. [1] demonstrate a similar application to ours, although
it differs in that the user receives real-time feedback on their pitch.
Consequently their pitch determination algorithm is also quite dif-
ferent to ours.

Aucouturier and Pachet [2] studied music similarity in the con-
text of navigating through recordings in a music database — songs
were compared in terms of a timbre similarity measure. With a
frame size of 50ms, eight Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
were extracted and a Gaussian Mixture Model, consisting of three
Gaussians, was formed over those features for each song. The dis-
tance between two songs was then defined using the probability
of samples generated with one song model, given the other song
model (the process was then reversed to make the measure sym-
metric). This work differs from theirs in that it operates on shorter
recordings and focuses only on the pitch of vocals.

3. Approaches
There were two main designs considered, both of which involved
comparing pitch estimates of the recordings taken at various in-
tervals. Pitch estimates were made using the “Robust Algorithm
for Pitch Tracking” (RAPT) [3] as implemented in SFS [4], also
known as get f0.

The score, ��� , returned by each system is a non-negative num-
ber such that a higher score means a greater difference between the
clips. Identical clips score zero.

Another feature common to both approaches is that the ref-
erence clip was manually cleaned up to remove non-vocal audio.
Ideally this stage would not be needed, given access to separate vo-
cal and musical tracks. Failing that, source separation techniques
such as in [5] could have been applied, but given the time available
non-vocal regions were manually replaced with silence.

3.1. Simple Pitch Comparison

This was the first approach attempted. Each recording was rep-
resented by taking an evenly spaced selection of 50 pitch sam-
ples and linearly interpolating across unvoiced regions. Since the
clips are now essentially vectors, the Euclidean distance between
a caller’s clip and the reference clip was defined to be the caller’s
score. Various parameters of that algorithm were estimated using
the sung corpus collected in [6], which is described in Section 4.1.
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Figure 1: Plot of results in Table 1

#samples mean �
	�����
10 14.83
25 9.17
50 8.17

100 8

Table 1: The relationship between the length of the pitch vector, i.e.
number of samples taken, and the simple performance metric of mean�
	����� .
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Figure 2: Plot of results in Table 2

threshold% mean �
	�����
0 4.44

10 3.61
12.5 3.58
20 3.97

Table 2: Finding the optimal voiced/unvoiced threshold.

3.2. Dynamically-aligned Pitch Comparison
One of the failings of the simple approach was that it was overly
sensitive to the caller falling slightly out of time compared to the
reference clip. This approach compensated for that by performing
a Viterbi alignment of the caller’s pitch curve and the reference
pitch curve. The algorithm was modified so as to penalise substi-
tution errors by an amount proportionate to the magnitude of the
pitch difference. This was based on [7].

Given an array � of � pitch estimates of the reference record-
ing and a similar array � , � elements in length, for the caller’s
recording, the score for � against reference � is ����������� . The fol-
lowing recursion, where � �"!#�$� and ���&%'�(� , gives us the
score

�)�*!���%��,+.-0/21
34 5 �)�*!76&�8��%�69�
�7:<;=�*!���%���)�*!>6&�8�?%��>:A@�)�*!B��%�6&�C�>:A@ (1)

where ;=�*!���%��,+ED �CFG6��IHJD (2)
The value of @ was optimised using the evaluation metric described
in Section 4.2.

There are a number of other differences between this and the
first approach. In the first approach only 50 pitch samples were
used (regardless of clip length) whilst here pitch estimates were
made every 100ms. Also, unvoiced regions in the caller’s record-
ing are no longer interpolated over — they are retained to help
align the clip to the original.

Finally, the pitch values used were normalised around the
mean and standard deviation of the pitch of the reference clip, KML
and N L respectively. For ���9!,�9� and �O��%P�Q� :

�CFMR �CF>6SK LN L (3)

��HOR �IHT6SK LN L (4)

3.3. Penalising humming

The system scores users who hum just as highly as those who
sing, since the system is based only on pitch estimates. One so-
lution to this problem that was tested was to combine the exist-
ing pitch-based score, ��� , with the confidence score returned by a
speech recogniser. The two values would then be treated as sepa-
rate dimensions and the distance from the origin would represent
the combined score.

To test this, we wrote an SRGS1 grammar containing lyrics for
each of the alternative songs. The recorded corpus was recognised
with that grammar using a commercial off-the-shelf recogniser.
The confidence scores returned ranged from 0 to 100 — some-
times nothing was recognised, i.e. a nomatch event as described
in the VoiceXML standard2 , in which case 0 would be used. Since
that score runs in the opposite direction to the pitch score (a con-
fidence of 0 means there is very little match but � � +VU would
mean an identical match for the pitch-based score) �WL was defined
as �
UXUT6A��YWZ7[\!�;]�CZG��� . A scaling factor was applied; its value was
determined using the corpus described in Section 5.3, and so the
revised score is ^'���W_� :9`WU8U8�W_L � .

4. Evaluation
A number of different evaluation methods and corpora were used
to guide decisions through the design of the final system. They are
described in the following sections.

4.1. Simple Pitch Comparison

Some of the sung data in [6] were used, namely 50 recordings of
subjects singing “Row, row, row your boat” and 50 recordings of

1Speech Recognition Grammar Specification
www.w3.org/TR/speech-grammar/

2www.w3.org/TR/voicexml20/#dml5.2.6
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Figure 3: Plot of results in Table 3

ins. del. penalty mean �
	��� _100 0.29
175 0.27
210 0.24
250 0.24
290 0.25
325 0.26
400 0.26
1000 0.3
2000 0.33

Table 3: The relationship between the insertion and deletion penalty
and the DP performance metric.
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Figure 4: Plot of results in Table 4a
mean �
	��� _1 0.24

10 0.23
100 0.22
250 0.17
500 0.15

1000 0.15
10000 0.15

Table 4: Finding the optimum weight
a

to put on the reversed confi-
dence �CL returned by the speech recogniser.

“O Canada”3.
Three examples were taken of each of those songs — one higher
pitched female singer, a low pitched male singer and one other cho-
sen at random. Those six samples, � �7bcbcb �ed were in turn consid-
ered to be the reference that the other 49 singers were considered
to be “aiming for”. For each of the target renditions �OF a human
judge chose a set of two to four other singers that were perceived
to be singing sufficiently closely to the reference — sets �O� bcbcb � d .�eF was always a member of �#F .

The system would rank all 50 singers in terms of closeness to
the reference �fF and if it were performing well it would rank those
singers in � F higher. Therefore the expression to be minimised is

�gihj Flk�� �
	��� � �*!m� (5)

where g +.n and

�
	�������*!?�o+ �D �#FBD jpCqsrut\v �W�]Z7wG�*�
� (6)

Lower values of the metric indicate better performance — the op-
timal value for our particular � F s is _Ix� _ . This was the first and
simpler evaluation metric used.

4.2. Dynamically-aligned Pitch Comparison
In order to compare systems with each other a corpus of 35 ren-
ditions of four different songs was collected. A small VoiceXML
application was setup in order to collect this data — the call flow

3In terms of the clip IDs used in the corpus, these were clips e211
through till e260 and clips g211 through till g260 respectively.

covered the first two steps of that described in Section 1. This
meant that the recordings were made with standard landline tele-
phony equipment and conditions were similar to the publicly avail-
able system, i.e. mono recordings at an 8kHz sampling rate.

The recordings in that corpus were typically less than 10 sec-
onds in length, whilst those in the planned deployment were to be
30 seconds long. So, at a later date, another corpus of 27 record-
ings of the correct length was collected. The same call-flow was
used, but with two different songs.

Once the recordings had been collected, two human judges
independently ranked the renditions for each song. The highest
ranked recordings were those judged to be closest to the original
recording the caller was attempting to impersonate. The systems
being evaluated were also run on the data and provided another
ranking. The outcome of this step is that for each song and for
each rendition ! of that song there existsy From each judge % , a human ranking of that rendition com-

pared to the other caller’s attempts � FHy A system ranking � Fz
All rankings range from 1 through g , where g is the number

of renditions of that song — no ties were allowed. Given { judges
(here {|+(} ), the performance of the system on a rendition ! is

�
	��� _ �*!?�,+ �{~� g 6&�C�
�j
Hsk�� D � FH 6S� Fz D (7)

We need to normalise by g 6�� because different numbers of
recordings were made for different songs. The mean �
	��� _ was
the metric to be minimised — it could range from 0 (giving judge-
ments always identical to the human judges) to 1 (always differing
completely from the gold standard).



4.3. Penalising Humming
The method that penalised humming was evaluated in the same
way as the dynamic programming approach of the previous sec-
tion. There were some examples of humming in the development
corpus.

5. Experiments
A number of parameters were estimated using the evaluation met-
rics described in Section 4, and these will be detailed in the fol-
lowing sections.

An issue that arose at this stage was that the range of the score� � was not consistent between songs — one song may have callers
scoring from 300 to 500 yet another might result in scores from
600 to 900. In both cases however, the caller had to be given a
score out of ten.

To resolve this issue, the mean and standard deviation for each
song’s scores are maintained as callers call in — those values
are used as parameters to a Gaussian distribution and subsequent
scores are placed in one of ten equiprobable intervals.

A disadvantage of this approach is that it leaves open the pos-
sibility for very early callers to receive a different score to that they
would have received with an identical call later on.

5.1. Simple Pitch Comparison
The simple performance metric is used in the following two sec-
tions, i.e. mean �
	��� � as described in Equation 6.

5.1.1. Pitch vector length

The optimal number of pitch samples to take from the full pitch
curve was determined using the corpus described in Section 4.1 —
the search space is shown in Figure 1. The minimum, shown in
bold, was �cU8U but `WU points were used in order to minimise the
size of the feature vector.

5.1.2. Interpolation threshold

These tests were done using 50 samples, as determined in the pre-
vious section. We next looked at smoothing over unvoiced regions
— pitch was used as an indicator of voicing — and here we deter-
mined the boundary between voiced and unvoiced speech. We did
this by taking a given percentage of the lowest pitched samples to
be unvoiced — the percentage used is determined in Figure 2 to be�
} b ` .
5.2. Dynamically-aligned Pitch Comparison
The results in this section are quoted in terms of the DP perfor-
mance metric, i.e. mean �C	��� _ as defined in Equation 7.

The optimal value for the insertion and deletion penalty in
Equation 1 was found using the method described in Section 4.2.
The details are given in Figure 3.

5.3. Penalising Humming
The coefficient

a
in the “humming-sensitive” score ^ ��� _� : a � _L �

was optimised in the same way — details are given in Figure 4.
Since the range of � � varies between songs,

a
would ideally be re-

estimated for each song. The optimal value resulted in an relative
improvement of �8�8� in mean �
	��� _ .

6. Conclusions
A simple method for evaluating the singing of callers to an en-
tertainment application was developed and evaluated. The most
effective method considered involved making estimates of ��� and
performing a Viterbi alignment of the pitch curves of the clips to
be compared. Measuring the total pitch difference of the aligned
curves led to a distance metric between the caller and the gold
standard.

The system was deployed for a popular TV talent show. Our
overall aim was that the scores given were plausible to the caller,
since that would encourage people to call in again to try to do
better. �W�u� of calls made were from repeat callers, so the system
appears to have succeeded in that measure.

Further work would include verifying the effectiveness of the
preliminary humming detection method on a larger corpus.

In addition, it would be preferable to use separate vocal tracks
for the reference clip, either from the original recording or through
source separation.

Finally, the distance measure used in the Viterbi alignment,
stated in Equation 2, could be replaced with a probabilistic mea-
sure. That would mean that the distance between two pitch es-
timates would be the negative log probability of the pitch differ-
ence, rather than the absolute difference in pitch after normalisa-
tion (Equations 3 and 4). This is taken from [8].
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